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1. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

25p: 25th percentile

75p: 75th percentile

ACD: Allergic contact dermatitis

AD: Atopic dermatitis

A.U.: Arbitrary unit

CFU: Colony forming unit 

DAB: 3,3’-diaminobenzidine

DEJ: Dermal-epidermal junction

H&E: Haematoxylin-eosin

HLA-DR: Human leukocyte antigen DR

ICD: Irritant contact dermatitis 

m: Mean value

M: Median value

MMP-1: Matrix metalloproteinase-1

NMF: Natural moisturizing factor

PBS: Phosphate buffered saline

PPLO: Pleuropneumonia-like organism

ROS: Reactive oxygen species

S. aureus: Staphylococcus aureus

S. pyogenes: Streptococcus pyogenes

SC: Stratum corneum

SD: Standard deviation

SLS: Sodium lauryl sulfate 

TauT: Taurine transporter

TEWL: Transepidermal water loss 

TSA: Tryptic soy agar

TSB: Tryptic soy broth

UV: Ultraviolet
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2. INTRODUCTION

2.1. BACKGROUND

The most important function of the skin is to form a barrier which provides protection against

environmental physical and chemical challenges so as against causative agents. In this barrier,

physical and chemical/biochemical factors can be distinguished. Stratum corneum (SC) is the

most significant part of the physical barrier, but the nucleated epidermis and its tight junctions

also play a role. Concerning chemical/biochemical factors, antimicrobial peptides, enzymes,

macrophages hamper the invasion of pathogens. Moreover, the barrier prevents the loss of

water  and  solutes  (Proksch  et  al.,  2008).  However,  certain  pathological  conditions  may

interfere  with  this  complex  multifactorial  barrier.  Inter  alia,  different  types  of  contact

dermatitis (irritant contact dermatitis – ICD and allergic contact dermatitis – ACD) and atopic

dermatitis (AD) are accompanied by impaired barrier function. Special attention shall be paid

to  ICD,  which  is  a  non-immunologic  and  non-specific  inflammatory  disorder  caused  by

external challenges (Tan et al., 2014), since it is a frequent occupational disease affecting

workers in healthcare, food- and cosmetic industry (Schwensen et al., 2013). It is known that

vehicles and additives used for dermal or transdermal medication may also lead to irritation

(Gloor,  2004;  Erős  et  al.,  2014).  In  the  mentioned  diseases,  barrier  disruption  is

characterized by increased transepidermal water loss (TEWL) and decreased SC hydration

(Thune et al., 1988, Proksch et al., 2006).  Moreover, signs of inflammation can be detected.

Thus,  it  is  practical  to  supplement  external  formulations  with  agents  that  can  provide

protection against irritation and help maintain the skin’s homeostasis. 

Glycerol is a well-known example of such a compound. This polyol exerts potent antiirritant

effect (Andersen et al., 2007) and increases the water content of SC via different mechanisms

(Fluhr et al., 2008). It is known that glycerol, as a humectant, is able to retain water in the SC

(Rawlings et al., 2004). Another mechanism is the interaction of glycerol with SC lipids and

proteins which changes their water-binding properties, and glycerol also prevents the phase

transition of SC lipids from liquid to solid crystalline structure (Froebe, 1990; Appa et al.,

1993).  Furthermore,  glycerol  reduces  the  average  aqueous  pore  radius  in  the  SC,  hereby

decreasing water loss and hampering the penetration of irritants (Ghosh & Blankschtein,

2007).  Glycerol  also  displays  keratolytic  effect,  stabilizes  skin  collagen  and  accelerates

wound healing (Fluhr et al., 2008). Considering these advantageous properties of glycerol, it

may be assumed that also other polyols may have similar beneficial effects. 
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Xylitol is a naturally occurring polyol found in the fibers of many fruits and vegetables. It is

used  as  sweetener  for  diabetic  persons.  Its  energy  content  is  lower  than  that  of  most

carbohydrates  and  can  be  taken  up  by  the  cells  without  insulin.  Furthermore,  oral

administration  of  xylitol  has  been  shown  to  diminish  bone  resorption  in  animal  model

(Mattila et al., 1995). Xylitol can also enhance the liberation of antibiotics from polymer-

based carrier systems thereby improving the therapy of chronic osteomyelitis (Beenken et al.,

2012). Moreover, xylitol can be utilized as an active agent as well:  the polyol was found to

inhibit the proliferation of Streptococcus mutans in the oral cavity thus can contribute to the

prevention of caries (Loesche et al., 1984, Ly et al., 2006). Since xylitol has considerable

humectant  effect  (Cohen et  al.,  1993, Leite  e Silva et  al.,  2009),  it  seems to be able  to

hydrate the skin in vivo.   

Mannitol is a sugar alcohol similar to xylitol.  Its main clinical application is the reduction of

acutely increased intracranial pressure. However, neither xylitol nor mannitol has yet been

used in local formulations in order to prevent irritation. 

Nevertheless,  polyols  are  not  the  only promising  antiirritant  candidates,  amino  acids  also

contribute  to  the  homeostasis  of  the  skin.  Natural  moisturizing  factor  (NMF),  which is  a

cornerstone of skin hydratation, contains amino acids at high ratio (Harding & Scott, 2002,

Rawlings  &  Harding,  2004).  Mixtures  of  amino  acids  are  used  for  skin  revitalization

(Sparavigna et al.,  2015).  Less information is available  on efficacy of separately applied

amino acids. However, some of them seem to be appropriate to ameliorate skin irritation.

Taurine,  a  sulfur-containing  amino  acid,  is  an  organic  osmolyte.  In  the  skin,  it  exhibits

antioxidant  effects,  protects  cells  from  ultraviolet  (UV)-induced  stress  and  acts  on  cell

proliferation, inflammation and collagenogenesis (Warskulat et al., 2004, Anderheggen et

al., 2006). Keratinocytes express specific taurine transporter (TauT) which facilitates taurine

uptake of cells thereby providing protection against hyperosmotic stress and other challenges

(Grafe et al., 2004, Rockel et al., 2007). 

Glycine, another amino acid of importance in dermatologic therapy, is traditionally used for

the treatment of scars and has beneficial effects on the skin reparation process and the overall

rate of wound healing (Marrubini et al., 2008). 

Methionine was reported to provide protection against reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Wu et

al.,  2012).  Moreover,  unpublished  in  vitro data  suggest  that  methionine  may  be  able  to

decrease the activity of matrix metalloproteinase-1 (MMP-1). This enzyme plays a pivotal

role in photoaging (Quan et al., 2009).
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It  shall  also  be  considered  that  different  antiirritant  agents  may  have  synergistic  and

complementary effects. Although glycerol and xylitol have similar chemical structure, these

polyols induce different gene expression changes in the keratinocytes.  In vitro experiments

have demonstrated that glycerol decreases the expression of human leukocyte DR (HLA-DR),

thereby reducing inflammation,  while xylitol  increases the expression of filaggrin (Szabó-

Papp et al., 2012). As a source of NMF and also in other ways, filaggrin contributes to the

hydration  and  homeostasis  of  the  skin  (Harding  et  al.,  2013).  Induction  of  filaggrin

expression, which leads to the hydration of the skin, can be accompanied by the suppression

of MMP-1 (Cho et al.,  2011),  thereby contributing to  skin rejuvenation.  Previous animal

experiments of our working group have revealed that both glycerol and xylitol possess anti-

inflammatory effects, but they influence the expression of inflammatory cytokines in different

ways (Szél et al., 2015).

Moreover, combination of xylitol  with farnesol was reported to reduce the colonization of

skin by Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) and to hydrate atopic dry skin (Katsuyama et al.,

2005a). Thus, combination of polyols, especially that of glycerol and xylitol, may enhance

their beneficial effects.    

Another important question is the duration of treatment period and the optimal concentration

of the applied polyols and amino acids. Since glycerol is a widely used antiirritant compound,

plenty of data has been published on its local application. In irritated skin, glycerol improves

hydration  even  in  15-30 min  (Atrux-Tallau  et  al.,  2010).  Another  study found that  SC

hydration shows the highest  values  after  3 days  of treatment  with glycerol  (Fluhr et al.,

1999). However, different periods of application may be needed in order to influence other

dermatophysiological  parameters.  For instance,  skin barrier  repair  requires at  least  3 days

(Fluhr et al., 1999, Gloor & Gehring, 2001). Positive impact of glycerol seems to correlate

with its  concentration.  In terms of skin hydration,  glycerol  concentrations of 2-10% were

found to be effective (Atrux-Tallau et al., 2010). However, animal experiments suggest that

concentrated glycerol may impair dermal microcirculation (Zaman et al., 2009). As concerns

the other polyols and amino acids, the optimal time of their application and their effective

concentrations require investigation. 

For  assessment  of  skin  barrier  function  and  for  testing  the  efficacy  of  barrier-improving

agents, TEWL and skin hydration are widely used (du Plessis et al., 2013). TEWL represents

the diffusion of condensed water through the SC (Rogiers, 2001, Imhof et al., 2009). This

parameter can be determined by different instruments (Proksch et al., 2008, du Plessis et al.,

2013). Alterations of TEWL and skin hydration may be accompanied by changes in skin’s
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mechanical  properties,  as  well  (Lee  et  al.,  2011).  Thus,  monitoring  of  biomechanical

parameters  of  the  skin  (e.g.  viscoelasticity,  skin  smoothness,  etc.)  may  provide  useful

information on the efficacy of the applied treatments. 

For  investigation  of  ICD and  skin  barrier  recovery,  sodium lauryl  sulfate  (SLS)-induced

irritation is a frequent method. SLS, an anionic detergent, is a common surfactant accepted as

a reference irritant (Agner & Serup, 1989, Lee & Maibach, 1995). It is suitable for irritant

patch testing because of its ability to influence the barrier function of the skin and to cause

inflammation.  Exposure  to  SLS  results  in  an  increased  TEWL  and  in  epidermal

hyperproliferation. A linear relationship between the dose of SLS and the skin’s response has

been demonstrated both by visual scoring and by bioengineering techniques (Agner & Serup,

1990). These data drew our attention to the potential antiirritant effects of polyols and amino

acids and served as a guideline for the design of our studies.

2.2 AIMS

Our principal goal was to study the effects of locally applied polyols and amino acids on the

barrier  function,  the  hydration,  the  biomechanical-,  the  morphological-  and  the

microbiological  parameters  of  the  human  skin.  For  this  aim,  human  studies  and  in  vitro

experiments were designed. The entire study was divided into 3 consecutive parts (mentioned

as Study I, Study II and Study III, respectively).

In Study I, the major objectives were:

 to create a model of mild (subclinical) irritation using SLS as irritant,

 to  examine  the  antiirritant  properties  of  glycerol,  xylitol,  mannitol,  taurine  and

glycine by measurement of TEWL,

 and to find the effective concentrations of the above mentioned agents. 

In Study II, it was set out:

 to study the antibacterial effects of a glycerol- and xylitol-containing combination

product in vitro and in vivo,  

 and to monitor its impact on TEWL, skin hydration and skin pH. 

The goals of Study III were:

 to observe the effects of the mentioned glycerol- and xylitol-containing formulation

on TEWL, skin hydration, biomechanical parameters and morphology after a longer

period of application (14 days),

 to study the effects of locally applied methionine on these parameters,
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 and to identify the protein quantities of filaggrin and MMP-1 after these treatments.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1. MATERIALS

SLS (>99% purity) was obtained from Huntsman Corp. (Salt Lake City, UT, USA), glycerol

was  purchased  from  Cognis  (Dusseldorf,  Germany),  xylitol,  L-methionine  and  Carbopol

Ultrez 10 from Sigma Aldrich Corp. (St Louis, MO, USA), D-mannitol from Roquette Frères

(Lestrem, France) while taurine and glycine from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). The quality

of all these compounds met the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph Eur 5) standards. In Study II,

the applied Xylinep® gel (containing 0.4% Carbopol Ultrez 10, 5% glycerol and 5% xylitol)

was produced by Pannon Pharma Ltd. (Pécsvárad, Hungary). The formulations for Study III

were prepared by the Central Pharmacy,  University of Szeged. The rabbit polyclonal anti-

human filaggrin antibody (catalogue no: AB24584) and the rabbit monoclonal  anti-human

MMP-1  antibody  (clone  EP  1247Y,  catalogue  no:  AB52631)  were  from  Abcam  Ltd.

(Cambridge, UK). 

3.2. SUBJECTS AND ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

All parts of the study were approved by the local institutional ethics committee for human

biomedical trials at the University of Szeged. (Permission numbers: Study I: No. 2078, 2216;

Study II: 135/2012; Study III: No. 3353 2014-03-10, CSR/039/00426-5/2014.) All subjects

participated only after receiving detailed oral and written information and signing an informed

consent agreement. Exclusion criteria were: (1) major skin-, endocrine- or immune system

diseases, (2) pregnancy or breast  feeding, (3) systemic corticosteroid or cytostatic  therapy

within 30 days, (4) any use of local drugs that might influence the skin’s texture or reactivity,

(5) any condition on the study sites that could interfere with a clear-cut assessment of the

skin, and (6) current participation in any other clinical study. For Study III, inclusion criteria

were low hydration values (≤25 A.U.) on the inner upper arms, measured with a Corneometer

CM 825 (Courage+Khazaka electronic GmbH, Cologne, Germany). 

Study I involved 16 volunteers (aged 20 to 65 years), 15 volunteers (age: 18-65 years) were

recruited for Study II, while Study III involved 12 volunteers, aged 50-60 years. 
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3.3. SKIN PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS

The investigations were performed in the Cosmetological and Skin-Physiological Research

Laboratory of the Department of Dermatology and Allergology, University of Szeged. Room

conditions were controlled; the relative humidity was 40-50%, and the ambient temperature

was kept at 20-22 °C. All measurements were performed after a 15-20 min relaxation period.

The extent  of  hydration  of  the  skin  surface was measured  with  a  Corneometer  CM 825.

TEWL was determined with a Tewameter TM 300 (Courage + Khazaka electronic GmbH,

Cologne,  Germany).  pH of  the  skin  surface  was assessed with a  Skin  pH-Meter  PH 905

(Courage + Khazaka electronic GmbH, Cologne, Germany). The skin friction was monitored

with a Frictiometer FR 700 (Courage + Khazaka electronic GmbH, Cologne, Germany). A

Cutometer MPA 580 (Courage + Khazaka electronic GmbH, Cologne, Germany) was used to

monitor  the  skin  elasticity.  R-parameters,  calculated  by  the  software  of  the  device,  were

registered  and  compared.  Furthermore,  the  skin  was  examined  with  a  DUB-USB  high-

frequency,  high-resolution  ultrasound  system  (Taberna  pro  Medicum  GmbH,  Luneburg,

Germany).  A volume of  80  dB was  used  to  take  images  which  were  evaluated  off-line.

Epidermal  and  dermal  thicknesses  and  the  echogenicity  of  the  papillary  dermis  were

measured by means of DUB-SkinScanner software. 

3.4. IN VITRO AND IN VIVO MICROBIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS

For the in vitro experiments, S. aureus (ATCC 6538) and S. pyogenes (ATCC 19615) were

chosen for test bacteria. As first step, fresh cultures were made from the frozen bacteria (TSB

liquid culture medium was used for S. aureus and PPLO agar gel for S. pyogenes). Bacterium

suspensions were then prepared by dilution of the cultures. The germ number of the S. aureus

suspension was adjusted to be approximately 100 000 CFU/100 μL (3 bulk suspensions were

made) while dilution of the S. pyogenes culture led to suspensions of 59 CFU/100 μL and 590

CFU/100μL.  Subsequently,  the  above  mentioned  Xylinep®  gel  was  inoculated  with  the

bacteria. 1 g of Xylinep® gel was weighed out and added into sterile, closable plastic tubes of

5 mL in a sterile box using sterile devices. (The gel cannot be pipetted, it was dosed with a

small-sized chemical  spoon.) Bacterium suspension was added to the gel, and then it  was

mixed with a sterile toothpick and vortex, as well. The gels inoculated with the test bacteria

were incubated at 25 °C for 24 and 48 hours. (In the experiments with S. aureus, 2-2 parallel

gel  tests  were carried  out.)  After  incubation,  the  1-gram gel  portions  inoculated  with  the

bacteria were dissolved in 9 mL of sterile distilled water. From this, series of dilutions were

made. In case of S. aureus, 100 μL from the members of the dilution was pipetted onto TSA
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plates. After incubation at 35°C for 24 and 48 hours, the germ numbers were estimated on the

plates. When working with S. pyogenes, PPLO plates were used and the incubation time came

to 72 hours. As control, 1-1 grams of the gel was diluted and pipetted onto plates immediately

after incubation with the bacteria in order to estimate initial germ numbers in the gel. 

Concerning in vivo investigation, a sterile glass ring of 3 cm in diameter was placed onto the

arms of the examined persons. Into the sterile ring, 500 μL of sterile PBS, containing 0.1%

Treton-X, was weighed in and then 100 μL of it was spread on blood agar culture medium.

This was considered as starting, i.e. baseline value. The area of 3 cm was marked and it was

smeared with the Xylinep® gel. The applied gel quantity was absorbed within 15 minutes.

The described examination: placing of sterile ring, sample taking and spreading on blood agar

culture medium were then performed again in order to monitor the antibacterial effect of the

gel. (The culture media after each sample taking were placed into a thermostat of 37°C and

colonies  were  counted  after  24  hours  of  incubation.)  After  that,  the  subject  continued

treatments on the marked areas: the gel was applied in the morning and in the evening. The

treatment was carried out 6 times in total. 2 hours after the 6th treatment, i.e. 74 hours after the

beginning of the study, samples were taken, as described.

3.5. STUDY DESIGN

Study I:

The ventral side of the forearm was used as test region. In closed patch tests using extra-large

Finn  Chambers  with  a  diameter  of  18  mm  (Epitest,  Helsinki,  Finland)  on  Scanpor  tape

(Norgesplaster  A/S,  Vennesla,  Norway)  and  corresponding  filter  discs,  200μL of  a  0.1%

aqueous solution of SLS was applied to the test chamber and left for 24 hours on one forearm,

as recommended in previous studies (Tupker et al.,  1997, Tupker et al., 2005). The test

chamber  on  the  corresponding  site  on  the  other  forearm  contained  0.1%  SLS  solution

supplemented with one or another of the study agents in the concentrations listed in Table 1.

Test chambers were removed after 24 hours. TEWL was measured before patch application

and 30 minutes after removal of the test chambers and the rinsing and drying of the test areas. 
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Table 1. Study agents and their applied concentrations in Study I 

Study agent Applied concentrations (%)
Glycerol 2.6, 9.0
Xylitol 4.5, 15.0

D-mannitol 5.4, 18.0
Taurine 3.4, 8.4
Glycine 5.0

           

Study II:

This part of our investigation involved in vitro experiments and in vivo examinations in order

to assess the antibacterial effect of glycerol and xylitol (Xylinep® gel). (These are described

in chapter 3.4.). Furthermore,  effects of the gel on different skin physiological parameters

were also detected. Skin hydration, TEWL and skin pH were measured. After determining the

baseline values, an area of 4x4 cm was marked on the forearm and was exposed to Xylinep®

gel. Measurements were performed after 2, 8, 12 and 24 hours.   

Study III:

Four 2x2 cm areas were marked out on both lateral upper arms. Area 1 served as untreated

control. Area 2 received the vehicle (Carbopol Ultrez 10 0.4%, dissolved in purified water). A

gel containing 5% xylitol and 5% glycerol (dissolved in the above-mentioned vehicle) was

applied to area 3, while area 4 was exposed to 2% of L-methionine (in the same vehicle). 2

treatments were applied daily for 14 days. Measurements were performed twice: the studied

parameters were determined before the first application of the preparations and on day 14, 6

hours  after  the  last  treatment.  The following parameters  were  monitored:  skin  hydration,

TEWL, skin friction, skin elasticity and images were also taken by means of high-frequency,

high resolution ultrasound system. Finally, full-thickness skin biopsies were taken from each

area with a 4-mm circular blade (“punch biopsy”) under local anaesthesia. The wounds were

then closed with a single suture. 

The study design is summarized in Figure 1. 
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Study I:

Meas.

0 24h

Meas.

Patch
test

Study II:

0

Sample
taking

Sample
taking

Sample
taking

15
min XylinepXylinep

74
h

Meas.

Meas.

Xylinep
0 8h2h 24h12h

Study III:

Glycerol+
Xylitol

or L-methionine

Meas.
1d 2d 3d 14d

Meas.+
Biopsy

Meas.: Measurement of
TEWL
Patch test: application of
polyols and amino acids
of different concentrations
(see Table 1) in Finn
Chambers

Sample taking: obtaining
small portion from the
sterile solution contacting
the skin for microbiological
examination (see chapter
3.4.)
Xylinep: a formulation
containing glycerol (5%) 
and xylitol (5%)
Meas.: determination of 
TEWL, skin pH and skin
hydration

Meas.: measurement of 
TEWL, skin hydration,
skin friction, skin elasticity
and ultrasound imaging
of the skin
Biopsy: obtaining samples
from the treated and
control areas for histology
and immunohistochemistry

Glycerol+
Xylitol

or L-methionine

Figure  1. Measurements,  treatments  and  interventions  carried  out  in  Study  I,  Study  II  and  Study  III,

respectively.
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3.6. HISTOLOGY AND IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY

Tissue samples obtained in Study III with the biopsy were fixed in a buffered solution of

formaldehyde (4%), embedded in paraffin and 3-μm thick coded slides were made. One slide

was  stained  with  haematoxylin-eosin  (H&E),  while  the  others  were  subjected  to

immunohistochemistry  by  means  of  a  Leica  BOND-MAX autostainer  (Leica  Biosystems,

Nussloch, Germany). Retrieval was performed at pH=6 at 100°C for 20 minutes. Filaggrin

antibody was used in 1:1000 dilution, and MMP-1 antibody in 1:50 dilution. Both antibodies

were applied for 20 minutes. A Bond Polymer Refine Detection Kit (Leica Biosystems) was

then  used;  the  sections  were  exposed  to  3,3’-diaminobenzidine  (DAB)  for  10  minutes,

followed by counterstaining with haematoxylin. 

All  slides  were  scanned  and  analysed  with  Pannoramic  Viewer  software  (3D  Histec,

Budapest, Hungary). In the H&E-stained sections, the interdigitation index was determined,

as described by Timár et al. (Timár et al., 2000). Briefly, the length of the line following the

interdigitation between 2 points on the border between the epidermis  and the dermis was

divided by the length of a straight line between the same 2 points in order to calculate the

interdigitation index. In the filaggrin-stained slides, the percentage of epidermal cells showing

positive staining was determined. For the characterization of the quantity of MMP-1 protein, a

semi-quantitative scoring system was used: 1: mild, 2: moderate, 3: expressed positivity in the

epidermis. 

3.7. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical  analysis  was  performed  with  the  SigmaStat  for  Windows  statistical  software

package  (Jandel  Scientific,  Erkrath,  Germany).  The Shapiro-Wilk  test  was  used  to  check

normality. In terms of a few parameters in Study III, the values obtained varied significantly

from the pattern expected if the data were drawn from a population with a normal distribution.

In Study III, non-parametric methods were therefore used. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was

applied to compare data obtained before and after the treatments. The differences between the

treatments  were analysed  with the Kruskal-Wallis  one-way analysis  of variance on ranks,

followed by Dunn method for pairwise multiple comparison. In Figures 10-13, 15-17, 19 and

21, median  values  with the 25th and 75th percentiles  are given;  p<0.05 and p<0.001 were

considered statistically significant. 

Data obtained in Study I and Study II passed the normality test. Thus, in Study I, the paired t-

test was performed for comparison within groups (TEWL before and after the application of

patch-test chambers with SLS or SLS plus polyol or amino acid). For comparison between
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groups (different concentrations of study agents and postpatch TEWL values at untreated and

treated sites), the two-sample t-test was applied. A level of p<0.05 was considered statistically

significant. The reported data are mean values (m) plus or minus standard deviation (SD).

(Figures 2-6)

In Study II, one-way repeated measures analysis of variance with the Holm-Sidak test was

used.  A level  of  p<0.05  was  considered  statistically  significant.  The  appropriate  Figures

(Figures 7-9) depict m values with SD. 

4. RESULTS  

4.1. STUDY I

4.1.1. EFFECTS OF POLYOLS ON SKIN IRRITATION

 Exposure of the skin to a 0.1% solution of SLS led to a statistically significant increase in

TEWL relative to the baseline in all experiments. The addition of glycerol at 2.6% to the SLS

did not prevent skin irritation; there was still a significant difference between TEWL values

before  patch  application  (m=7.78,  SD=3.3)  and  TEWL  values  after  patch  application

(m=12.06, SD=7.71). However, glycerol at 9% was effective in protection against irritation;

TEWL values before patch testing (m=12.17,  SD=6.32) and after patch testing (m=13.16,

SD=4.77) did not differ statistically. Furthermore, this concentration of glycerol considerably

reduced TEWL on the treated site (m=13.16, SD=4.77) as compared to the untreated (but

irritated) site (m=20.39, SD =10.0) (Figure 2).

Xylitol also was applied in two concentrations: 4.5% and 15%. The lower concentration failed

to provide protection against irritation (before application: m=6.06, SD=2.85; after: m= 11.43,

SD=4.59). However, the higher concentration effectively prevented the elevation of TEWL

(before: m=9.01, SD=3.51; after:  m=11.94, SD=6.69). Nevertheless, no significant difference

was found between untreated sites (m=13.14, SD=5.09) and treated sites (m=11.94, SD=6.69)

after the application of SLS (Figure 3).

The application of mannitol at concentrations of either 5.4% or 18% was not effective in

reducing the SLS-induced increase in TEWL (mannitol at 5.4%: m=15.71, SD=3.22 before,

m=25.92,  SD=3.19 after;  mannitol  at  18%: m=15.4,  SD=4.64 before,  m=22.99,  SD=5.09

after). However, mannitol at 18% led to significantly lower TEWL values after patch testing

than  SLS alone  did  (treated  site:  m=22.99,  SD=5.09;  untreated  site:  m=35.04,  SD=9.85)

(Figure 4).
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Figure 2. TEWL before and after exposure to SLS or SLS plus glycerol at 2.6% or 9%. Values are  given as m ±

SD. B: TEWL before application of the patch, A: TEWL after removal of the patch. *: p<0.05 vs TEWL before

patch application; §: p<0.05 vs TEWL at untreated site.      
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Figure 3.  TEWL before and after exposure to SLS or SLS plus xylitol at 4.5% or 15%. Values are given as m ±

SD.  B: TEWL before application of the patch, A: TEWL after removal of the patch. *: p<0.05 vs TEWL before

patch application.
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Figure 4. TEWL before and after exposure to SLS or to SLS plus mannitol at 5.4% or 18%. Values are given as

m ± SD. B: TEWL before application of the patch, A: TEWL after removal of the patch. *: p<0.05 vs TEWL

before patch application; §: p<0.05 vs TEWL at untreated site.  

4.1.2. EFFECTS OF AMINO ACIDS ON SKIN IRRITATION

Taurine at 3.4% did not lead to a great improvement in TEWL (before: m=14.29, SD=3.38;

after: m=33.04, SD=14.49), and taurine at 8.4% also failed to inhibit the increase in TEWL

(before: m=12.34, SD=2.42; after: m=23.53, SD=5.57). However, statistical analysis revealed

that the TEWL level after the application of taurine at 8.4% was significantly lower than that

observed for the 3.4% solution. Moreover, taurine at 8.4% also decreased TEWL (m=23.53,

SD=5.57) as compared to untreated site (m=31.18, SD=12.56) (Figure 5.).

Glycine at 5% did not provide protection against TEWL-elevation resulting from exposure to

SLS  (before:  m=12.47,  SD=5.19;  after:  m=24.23,  SD=12.47).  TEWL  values  at  sites  not

treated with glycine (m=24.61, SD=12.57) and at treated sites (m=24.23, SD=12.47) did not

differ  significantly (Figure 6.).  Lower concentrations  of polyols  and amino acids  did not

result  in significant  differences  in TEWL values  at  untreated  and treated sites  after  patch

testing.
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Figure 5. TEWL before and after exposure to SLS or to SLS plus taurine at 3.4% or 8.4%. Values are given as 

m ± SD. B: TEWL before application of the patch, A: TEWL after removal of the patch. *: p<0.05 vs TEWL 

before patch application; #: p<0.05 vs TEWL after 24-hour exposure to SLS plus 3.4% taurine; §: p<0.05 vs 

TEWL at untreated site. 
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Figure 6. TEWL before and after exposure to SLS or SLS plus glycine at 5%. Values are given as m ± SD. B: 

TEWL before application of the patch, A: TEWL after removal of the patch. *: p<0.05 vs TEWL before patch 

application.
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4.2. STUDY II

4.2.1. IN VITRO AND IN VIVO ANTIBACTERIAL EFFECTS OF POLYOLS

The effects of the glycerol- and xylitol-containing Xylinep® gel on S. pyogenes cultures are

summarized in Table 2. When the gel was inoculated with the S. pyogenes suspensions, no

viable bacteria were detected from the suspension of lower bacterial concentration while few

bacteria were found from that of higher bacterial concentration.

Table 2. Survival of S. pyogenes after exposing the bacterial suspensions to Xylinep® gel   

Initial bacterial concentration Number of colonies after exposure of
24h 48h

59 CFU/100 μL 0 0
590 CFU/100 μL 16 13
  

The antibacterial  effect  of the Xylinep® gel  on S.  aureus suspensions is  demonstrated  in

Figure  7.   The  initial  germ  numbers  of  the  applied  suspensions  (3  suspensions  were

produced) were found to be 121 000 CFU/100 μL, 125 000 CFU/100 μL and 54 000 CFU/100

μL,  respectively.  Bacterial  concentrations  in  the  control  samples  (which  were  taken

immediately after the inoculation) came to somewhat lower, but statistically no difference was

found (108 000 CFU/g, 124 000 CFU/g, 53 200 CFU/g, respectively). However, considerable

decrease was observed in the germ numbers after incubation of 24 hours (germ numbers of

the 2-2 parallel gels: 27 200 CFU/g, 38 500 CFU/g, and 61 800 CFU/g, 39 600 CFU/g, and

29 750 CFU/g,  5000 CFU/g,  respectively).  After  an  incubation  of  48  hours,  no  bacterial

growth was detected. 

As concerns  in vivo antibacterial effect of Xylinep® gel, several bacteria was found on the

skin of the subjects prior to the treatment (colony numbers:  m=53.27, SD=100.87). Local

application of Xylinep® gel resulted in a significant fall in colony numbers even after 15

minutes (m=7.47, SD=7.73). An expressed antibacterial effect was observed after 74 hours

(m=15.27, SD=20.38). (Figure 8)   
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Figure 7. Effects of Xylinep® gel on suspensions of S. aureus. Values are given as m ± SD. X: p<0.05 vs initial 

suspension.
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Figure 8. Number of colonies grown from the buffer contacting the subjects’ skin before and after exposure to 

Xylinep® gel. Values are given as m±SD. X: p<0.04 vs “Before” values. 
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4.2.2. EFFECTS OF POLYOLS ON SKIN PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS WITHIN 24

HOURS 

Application of Xylinep® gel did not influence skin pH and TEWL values significantly during

the 24 hours of observation (data not shown). Effects of the glycerol- and xylitol-containing

Xylinep® gel on skin hydration are summarized in  Figure 9. As compared to baseline (0h)

values (m=38.24, SD=5.84), a considerable elevation in hydration values was detected after 2

hours  (m=45.83,  SD=9.86).  The  highest  hydration  values  were  measured  after  8  hours

(m=48.45, SD=7.29). Furthermore, skin hydration values surpassed baseline values after 12

and 24 hours, as well (12h: m=46.9, SD=7.34; 24h: m=42.52, SD=8.69). 
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Figure 9. Changes in skin hydration after application of Xylinep® gel. Values are given as m ± SD. X: p<0.05

vs 0h values.

4.3. STUDY III

4.3.1. EFFECTS OF POLYOLS ON SKIN PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS WITHIN 14

DAYS

Statistical analysis did not reveal any difference between the day 0 values for different areas

in terms of  any studied  skin physiological  parameter.  The data  demonstrate  that  the skin

hydration did not display considerable changes in the control area (control: day 0: M=20.45,

25p=17.49, 75p=24.39, day 14: M=22.18, 25p=18.68, 75p=27.89). The vehicle appeared to

exert  some skin-hydrating effect (vehicle:  day 0: M=17.94, 25p=16.39, 75p=23.8, day 14:
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M=25.05,  25p=17.99,  75p=32.39).  However,  glycerol  and  xylitol  led  to  more  expressed

increase  in  hydration  (glycerol  +  xylitol:  day  0:  M=18.9,  25p=16.18,  75p=23.4,  day  14:

M=29.44, 25p=24.9, 75p=37.51). (Figure 10)
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Figure  10.  Skin  surface  hydration  in  non-treated,  vehicle-treated  and  glycerol  +  xylitol  treated  areas,

respectively. White box plots demonstrate the values determined on day 0 (before treatment), while the grey box

plots represent the values measured on day 14 (after the treatment period). Median values (M) and the 25 th and

75th percentiles are given. *: p<0.05 vs day 0 values, **: p<0.001 vs day 0 values.

The lack  of  treatment  or  exposure to  vehicle  did  not  alter  the  TEWL by the  end of  the

observation  period  (control:  day  0:  M=10.5,  25p=8.45,  75p=12.38,  day  14:  M=8.65,

25p=8.25,  75p=10.13,  vehicle:  day  0:  M=9.55,  25p=6.95,  75p=11.6,  day  14:  M=7.85,

25p=6.08,  75p=9.2).  Application  of  glycerol  and xylitol  significantly  reduced the  TEWL.

Furthermore,  the  TEWL  values  of  the  areas  exposed  to  the  polyols  were  found  to  be

considerably  lower  than  those  of  the  control  areas  on  day 14 (glycerol  +  xylitol:  day 0:

M=11.3, 25p=8.35, 75p=12.18, day 14: M=5.45, 25p=4.25, 75p=7.9). (Figure 11)
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Figure 11.  TEWL after  exposure to  no treatment,  treatment  to vehicle and treatment  to  glycerol  + xylitol,

respectively.  White box plots demonstrate the values determined on day 0 (before treatment), while the grey box

plots represent the values measured on day 14 (after the treatment period). Median values (M) and the 25 th and

75th percentiles are given. **: p<0.001 vs day 0 values, X: p<0.05 vs Control (non-treated). 

The alterations in the biomechanical parameters are demonstrated in  Figure 12 and  Figure

13. Friction values measured after the use of vehicle were higher than day 0 data, but did not

differ from the appropriate values of the control area (control: day 0: M=113.0, 25p=94.55,

75p=131.1, day 14: M=126.9, 25p=98.35, 75p=144.3, vehicle:  day 0: M=128.8, 25p=93.8,

75p=150.15, day 14: M=149.2, 25p=138.6, 75p=228.7). Treatment with glycerol and xylitol

resulted in much more expressed elevations in friction values, which were also higher than

those  determined  in  the  control  area  (glycerol  +  xylitol:  day  0:  M=138.1,  25p=100.95,

75p=183.3, day 14: M=241.8, 25p=207.05, 75p=742.05) (Figure 12). 

As concerns the R-parameters determined with the Cutometer MPA 580, only R0 exhibited

noteworthy changes. R0 values were significantly higher after the application of glycerol and

xylitol  for 14 days,  the other preparation did not influence this parameter (control:  day 0:

M=0.199, 25p=0.174, 75p=0.255, day 14: M=0.205, 25p=0.15, 75p=0.224, vehicle:  day 0:

M=0.174, 25p=0.156, 75p=0.187, day 14: M=0.18, 25p=0.15, 75p=0.2, glycerol + xylitol:

day 0: M=0.177, 25p=0.165, 75p=0.196, day 14: M=0.205, 25p=0.18, 75p=0.235). (Figure

13)     
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Figure  12.  Friction  values  in  non-treated,  vehicle-treated  and  glycerol  +  xylitol-treated  areas,  respectively.

White  box plots  demonstrate  the values  determined  on day 0  (before  treatment),  while  the  grey  box plots

represent the values measured on day 14 (after the treatment period). Median values (M) and the 25 th and 75th

percentiles are given. *: p<0.05 vs day 0 values,  **: p<0.001 vs day 0 values,  X: p<0.05 vs Control (non-

treated). 
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Figure 13. R0 values in the above mentioned areas. White box plots demonstrate the values determined on day 0

(before treatment), while the grey box plots represent the values measured on day 14 (after the treatment period).

Median values (M) and the 25th and 75th percentiles are given. *: p<0.05 vs day 0 values.
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4.3.2. EFFECTS OF POLYOLS ON MORPHOLOGICAL PARAMETERS

 

Figure 14. Images taken with the high-frequency, high-resolution ultrasound system. A: untreated (control) area,

B: vehicle-treated area, C: glycerol + xylitol-treated area. Scale bar: 1 mm.  
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Figure 14 demonstrates images taken with the DUB®-USB system.  Figures 15-17 depicts

the results obtained on the evaluation of the ultrasound images. 

Exposure to glycerol and xylitol led to a significant increase in epidermal thickness (day 0:

M=187.67,  25p=175.33,  75p=218.33,  day  14:  M=235.83,  25p=210.33,  75p=257.33).  The

vehicle alone did not induce changes in this parameter that differed statistically from the day 0

values (vehicle: day 0: M=212.33, 25p=192.92, 75p=223.92, day 14: M=223.83, 25p=196.0,

75p=231.33). (Figure 15)

The dermal thickness was also enhanced by glycerol and xylitol. However, such changes were

not found in the other areas (control: day 0: M=1564.0, 25p=1317.17, 75p=1846.67, day 14:

M=1678.33,  25p=1319.25,  75p=1939.58,  vehicle:  day  0:  M=1448.0,  25p=1201.08,

75p=1871.17, day 14:  M=1586.17,  25p=1248.75, 75p=1836.08, glycerol  + xylitol:  day 0:

M=1539.33, 25p=1406.33, 75p=1690.33, day 14: M=1776.17, 25p=1538.33, 75p=1942.75).

(Figure 16)

Both the vehicle and the preparation with glycerol and xylitol decreased the echogenicity of

the  papillary  dermis.  However,  the  polyols  led  to  a  more  considerable  reduction  in  this

parameter and a difference was also found compared with the control area (control: day 0:

M=14.0,  25p=10.5,  75p=20.25,  day  14:  M=14.0,  25p=10.25,  75p=18.88,  vehicle:  day  0:

M=14.75, 25p=13.25, 75p=17.25, day 14: M=14.0, 25p=11.25, 75p=16.56, glycerol + xylitol:

day 0: M=14.0, 25p=12.25, 75p=15.38, day 14: M=10.0, 25p=9.13, 75p=11.13). (Figure 17)  

As demonstrated by the histological images, the interdigitation index displayed relatively low

values in the control area (control: M=1.11, 25p=1.06, 75p=1.19). 14 days of use of glycerol

and xylitol resulted in a more expressed interdigitation between the epidermis and the dermis

compared with the untreated control (glycerol + xylitol: M=1.26, 25p=1.18, 75p=1.32). The

vehicle did not appear to influence the interdigitation (vehicle: M=1.11, 25p=1.06, 75p=1.18).

(Figure 18, Figure 19)

In the control areas, approximately 25% of the epidermal cells showed positivity to filaggrin.

Exposure  to  glycerol  and  xylitol  increased  this  ratio  considerably  (control:  M=19.25,

25p=15.13, 75p=33.88, glycerol + xylitol: M=37.9, 25p=23.87, 75p=47.53). Application of

the vehicle was not accompanied by changes in the expression of filaggrin (vehicle: M=24.5,

25p=15.44, 75p=31.0). (Figure 20, Figure 21) 

MMP-1  protein  was  also  found  to  be  present  in  the  epidermis.  However,  the  applied

formulations  did not change the quantity of MMP-1. No significant  difference was found

between the control and the treated areas in terms of MMP-1 (data not shown).
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Figure 15. Effects of the applied preparations on epidermal thickness. White box plots demonstrate the values

determined on day 0 (before treatment), while the grey box plots represent the values measured on day 14 (after

the treatment period). Median values (M) and the 25th and 75th percentiles are given. **: p<0.001 vs day 0 values.
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Figure 16.  Changes in dermal thickness after 14 days of treatment.  White box plots demonstrate the values

determined on day 0 (before treatment), while the grey box plots represent the values measured on day 14 (after

the treatment period). Median values (M) and the 25th and 75th percentiles are given. **: p<0.001 vs day 0 values.
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Figure 17. Alterations in the echogenicity of the papillary dermis in non-treated, vehicle-treated and glycerol +

xylitol  treated  areas,  respectively. White  box  plots  demonstrate  the  values  determined  on  day  0  (before

treatment),  while  the  grey  box plots  represent  the values  measured  on day 14 (after  the treatment  period).

Median values (M) and the 25th and 75th percentiles are given. *: p<0.05 vs day 0 values, **: p<0.001 vs day 0

values, X: p<0.05 vs Control (non-treated).  
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Figure 18. Photomicrographs of the skin from different areas (H&E staining; scale bar 100 μm). A: Control, B:

Vehicle-treated skin, C: Skin exposed to glycerol + xylitol.
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Figure  19. Interdigitation  index  of  the  non-treated,  vehicle-treated  and  glycerol  +  xylitol  treated  areas,

respectively. Median values (M) and the 25th and 75th percentiles are given. X: p<0.05 vs Control. 
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Figure 20. Presence of filaggrin in the epidermis (immunohistochemistry for filaggrin, counterstaining with 

haematoxylin; filaggrin positive cells appear brown; scale bar 100 μm). A: Control, B: Vehicle-treated skin, C: 

Skin exposed to glycerol + xylitol. 
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Figure 21. Ratio of the filaggrin-positive cells expressed as percentage. Median values (M) and the 25 th and 75th

percentiles are given. X: p<0.05 vs Control. 

Table 3 summarizes the effects of locally applied L-methionine on the studied parameters.

According  to  the  statistical  analysis,  no  considerable  change  was  found  in  any  of  these

parameters after 14 days of treatment with L-methionine.

Table 3. Changes in the studied parameters after exposure to L-methionine.  

Parameter Day 0 Day 14
M 25p 75p M 25p 75p

Skin hydration 20.0 16.48 25.03 25.17 17.29 31.66
TEWL 9.75 7.5 12.0 8.05 6.98 10.58

Friction values 107.7 76.75 144.3 112.8 93.65 123.35
R0 values 0.182 0.17 0.21 0.17 0.157 0.2

Epidermal thickness 185.0 179.75 207.75 212.17 185.25 221.33
Dermal thickness 1648.17 1145.17 1940.17 1421.83 1139.42 1804.75

Echogenicity 17.0 11.0 20.0 16.5 11.0 19.88
Interdigitation index - - - 1.17 1.1 1.23

Ratio of filaggrin positive cells - - - 25.85 16.38 36.5

5. DISCUSSION
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Antiirritants, as a group, include many different compounds that are added to topical products

to reduce the irritative effects of other components (Andersen et al., 2006). An important

goal of our study was to evaluate the effects of various polyols and amino acids on SLS-

induced skin irritation. When planning the experimental setup, we considered that SLS is the

most widely accepted irritant to evoke a mild inflammatory reaction in the skin by influencing

the skin’s barrier function. Abundant data on the application of SLS and the evaluation of skin

irritation tests are found in the literature (Lee & Maibach, 1995; Tupker et al., 1997; Agner

et al., 2000; Tupker, 2005; Seidenari et al., 2005). The most likely explanation of the SLS-

induced increase in TEWL is hyperhydration of the SC and possible disorganization of the

lipid bilayers (Leveque et al., 1993). A statistically significant linear relationship has been

observed between the dose of SLS and the resulting skin response (Agner & Serup, 1990).

The combination of SLS with another agent to test antiirritant effects has also been described

(Ghosh & Blankschtein, 2007). The concentration of the SLS applied was determined in

accordance with our previous pilot studies. A concentration of 0.1% was chosen because it is

sufficient to increase TEWL significantly but does not result in inflammation serious enough

to  cause  major  inconvenience  or  pain  for  the  subjects.  Moreover,  there  is  no  significant

chance of micelle formation with this concentration. We decided not to use visual scoring for

assessment because of its subjective nature, and the relatively low concentration of SLS did

not lead to visible changes in the skin in most cases. Thus, in the present study, the severity of

irritation could be gauged more precisely by bioengineering methods. The determination of

TEWL has been reported to be an appropriate  and sensitive assessment  of skin irritation.

TEWL increases when barrier function is impaired; this elevation precedes visible clinical

signs. 

The concentration of the study agents was a further important consideration. According to the

literature, glycerol at a concentration of approximately 10% may have an antiirritant effect

(Andersen et al., 2006). Although the efficacy of glycerol at a concentration of less than 5%

seemed to be dubious, we decided to examine this range as well because most researchers

have used higher concentrations. The concentrations of the other agents were determined on

the  basis  of  glycerol  concentrations.  For  better  comparability,  we  designed  solutions

containing the same molar quantities of polyols and amino acids as the appropriate solutions

of glycerol. Thus, 4.5% and 15% solutions of xylitol and 5.4% and 18% solutions of mannitol

contained  as  much  active  agent  as  2.6%  and  9%  solutions  of  glycerol,  respectively.

Concerning taurine, it was not possible to use a concentration higher than 8.4% because of the
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solubility of the material. Similarly, 5% was the highest concentration of glycine that could be

used in the study.

Our data confirmed that glycerol effectively suppressed SLS-induced irritation of the skin

when pre- and postpatch TEWL values and untreated and treated sites, respectively,  were

compared. Xylitol, mannitol and taurine also demonstrated antiirritant effects whereas glycine

failed to do so. 

Glycerol, which has effectively been used in topical formulations for decades, was found to

exert an antiirritant effect in cases of experimentally induced contact dermatitis (Fluhr et al.,

1999). However, glycerol is not only an antiirritant compound but also a potent moisturizer

(although  these  categories  show  some  overlap).  Moisturizers  of  different  types  are

cornerstones for the treatment of dry skin since they can promote barrier repair, reduce TEWL

or contribute to aesthetic improvement of irritated skin (Draelos, 2013). Glycerol, together

with other polyols, lactic acid, urea and amino acids, belongs to the humectants which is one

of the three main classes of moisturizers (Kemény et al., 2016). Humectants hydrate the skin

mainly by attracting and binding water from the deep dermis and environment. Compared to

other formulations, they are absorbed faster and therefore are aesthetically better, promoting

patient compliance (Lodén, 2006; Draelos, 2013). As described in the Introduction, several

mechanisms contribute to the beneficial effects of glycerol (e.g. direct water binding ability,

interaction  with  SC lipids  and proteins,  effects  on  average  aqueous  pore  radius,  etc.).  In

addition to these beneficial effects, glycerol is regarded completely safe. 

We presumed that other compounds, possibly those of humectant group, may also positively

affect skin barrier function. The cosmetologic applicability of urea is well-known and it has

also been studied (Savica et al., 2004), but the polyols xylitol and mannitol have not been

tested under  in vivo conditions.  Although  in vitro data have been reported on their  water-

binding  properties,  in  vitro and  in  vivo effects  may  differ  (Sagiv  &  Marcus,  2003).

According to our results, both mannitol and xylitol can reduce TEWL, i.e. provide protection

against  SLS-induced  skin  irritation.  However,  these  polyols  differently  affect  other  skin

physiological  parameters.  Mannitol  hydrates  the  skin  when  it  is  injected  together  with

hyaluronic acid (Taieb et al., 2012), while xylitol  considerably increases hydration values

alone when applied topically (Szél et al., 2015). Interestingly, further polyols, which were not

involved in our studies, may be advantageous for the skin, as well, e.g. sorbitol was reported

to exhibit  significant  improvement  in both barrier  and moisturization (Muizzuddin et al.,

2013).
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Considering the beneficial properties of glycerol and xylitol and a possible synergistic effect,

which may originate in their different effect of gene expression (Szabó-Papp et al., 2012),

examination of their combined application seemed to be useful. 

Study  II  has  revealed  that  the  glycerol-  and  xylitol-containing  Xylinep®  gel  is  able  to

decrease  bacterial  colonization  both  in  vitro and  in  vivo.  Furthermore,  this  preparation

hydrates the skin for 24 hours. It is an important question, in which proportion the two polyols

contribute  to  the  mentioned  effects.  Glycerol  in  85%  concentration  was  found  to  have

antibacterial effects, but Gram-positive species are less susceptible to glycerol than Gram-

negatives (Saegman et al., 2007). On the other hand, 5% xylitol can reduce the Streptococcus

mutans counts  even if  the bacteria  form a biofilm (Marttinen et  al.,  2012).  Xylitol  may

inhibit  bacterial  proliferation  by  different  mechanisms.  Streptococcus  mutans synthesizes

xylitol-5-phosphate  from  xylitol,  xylitol-5-phosphate  is  then  dephosphorylated  and  this

energy-consuming futile xylitol  cycle  inhibits bacterial  growth (Trahan, 1995). Moreover,

xylitol inhibits the formation of glycocalyx in S. aureus (Katsuyama et al., 2005b) and was

found  to  have  beneficial  effects  on  both  the  oxidative  killing  of  bacteria  in  neutrophilic

leukocytes  and on survival  of rats  with experimental  pneumococcal  sepsis  (Renko et al.,

2008). Thus, it can be concluded that xylitol is responsible for the antibacterial effect of the

formulation.  However,  both polyols  contribute  to  the hydration  of the skin.  According to

recent  results  of  our  working  group,  both  glycerol  and xylitol  provide  protection  against

increase of TEWL and decrease of hydration in an animal model of ICD, and xylitol is also

able to hamper penetration of SLS into the deeper layers of the skin (Szél et al., 2015). Due to

these  properties,  a  glycerol-  and  xylitol-containing  formulation  may  contribute  to  the

prevention  of  ICD.  In  terms  of  this  disease,  the  antibacterial  effect  of  the  combined

formulation shall also be underlined, because reduction of contamination in irritated skin is

more difficult than that in healthy skin (de Almeida e Borges et al., 2007). 

Nevertheless, Study II characterized the effects of polyols only in a relatively short period.

Study III has shown that a longer application of glycerol and xylitol increases not only the

water content of SC, but also that of the deeper layers. Ultrasound imaging has revealed an

elevation in both epidermal and dermal thickness after exposure to the polyols. Thickening of

the skin can be regarded as a marker of hydration (Mak et al., 2014). However, different skin

diseases (e.g. inflammation) may also lead to swelling,  but no sign of such disorders was

detected in our study. Moreover, the echogenicity of the papillary dermis was measured to be

lower and can be explained in terms of the binding of a larger amount of water due to the

moisturizing effect (Mlosek et al., 2013).
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Improvement of the studied biomechanical parameters may also originate in the hydrating

effect  of  glycerol  and xylitol.  Since  the  friction  coefficient  correlates  positively  with  the

hydration of the SC (Zhu et al.,  2011),  the higher friction values,  i.e.  the smoother  skin,

detected in our investigation may be explained in terms of a higher water content of the skin.

The parameter R0, which reflects the passive behavior of the skin to force, was also found to

be  higher  after  the  application  of  polyols.  R0  demonstrates  a  positive  correlation  with

hydration  (Dobrev,  2000)  and can be used as  a  marker  in  the study of  hydrating  agents

(Wissing & Müller, 2003). However, another study has suggested that the effects of glycerol

on the mechanical parameters may be independent of its hydrating ability (Bettinger et al.,

1999).  Thus,  the  plasticity  and  distensibility  of  the  skin  may  be  influenced  not  only  by

hydration,  but  also  by  other  mechanisms.  The  effects  of  glycerol  on  the  epidermal  lipid

structure may explain its beneficial impact on its mechanical properties (Pedersen & Jemec,

1999).  Nevertheless,  we have confirmed by means of different  methods that  glycerol  and

xylitol considerably increase the water content in the superficial and deeper layers of the skin.

The water-binding capacity of the polyols, originating in their chemical structure is a possible,

but not the only, explanation of the hydrating effect. An important new finding of our study is

that the application of these polyols increases the quantity of filaggrin at the protein level in

the  skin.  The  preliminary  in  vitro data  suggest  that  xylitol  leads  to  an  elevated  protein

expression of filaggrin (Szabó-Papp et al.,  2012).  Since the application of glycerol alone

does not seem to influence the expression of filaggrin in vivo (Hoppe et al., 2015), it can be

assumed that xylitol is responsible for the increased quantity of filaggrin. However, the exact

mechanism  via  which  this  polyol  elevates  the  expression  of  filaggrin  demands  further

investigation. Although the vehicle alone (as an aqueous solution) influences few parameters,

which may suggest some hydrating effect of this preparation, the application of the glycerol-

and xylitol-containing gel was accompanied by a more expressed hydration of the skin, the

filaggrin  expression  was  not  altered  by  the  vehicle.  The  polyols  therefore  seem  to  be

responsible for the real hydrating ability of the preparation.

Besides hydration,  glycerol and xylitol effectively improve barrier function of the skin, as

indicated by reduced TEWL values. As Study II revealed, exposure to glycerol and xylitol for

24 hours increased SC hydration, which was not accompanied by a change in TEWL. Thus, a

longer application of polyols appears to be needed for an improvement of the barrier function.

This finding is in accordance with those of previous studies, which conclude that the use of

glycerol  for  at  least  3  days  reduces  TEWL  significantly  (Fluhr  et  al.,  1999;  Gloor  &

Gehring, 2001). Xylitol tends to decrease TEWL in patients with AD after 7 days of use, but
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this change is not significant (Katsuyama et al., 2005a). The hydrating effect of the polyols

may  be  a  potential  explanation  for  the  improvement  of  TEWL.  An  inverse  relationship

between  TEWL and  SC hydration  is  well-known and  moisturizers  often  improve  barrier

function. The mechanism of this interplay has not yet been fully clarified (Proksch et al.,

2008).  However,  the filaggrin expression and NMF level  appear to  contribute to  the skin

barrier integrity. An age-related decline in barrier function has been described (Ghadially et

al.,  1995)  and it  may be  connected  with  a  lower  NMF level  in  aged skin  (Rawlings  &

Harding, 2004). A recent study revealed that exposure to irritants, which results in barrier

disruption, decreases the levels of NMF (Angelova-Fischer et al., 2014). Thus, influencing

the NMF level  via the filaggrin expression may contribute to the antiirritant  effect  of the

polyols. 

Histological  analysis  has  revealed  that  the  morphology  of  the  dermal-epidermal  junction

(DEJ) is also influenced by the polyol treatment. It is known that skin ageing is accompanied

by  the  flattering  of  the  DEJ,  and  the  rate  of  ridge  height  increase  decreases  with  age

(Giangreco  et  al.,  2010).  The  interdigitation  index  is  an  appropriate  indicator  for  the

characterization of this alteration (Timár et al., 2000). Morphological changes of ageing may

originate  in  dermal  atrophy,  decreased  collagen  biogenesis  and  loss  of  elastic  fibers

(Gilchrest, 1982; Varani et al., 2006). An elevation in interdigitation index after exposure to

polyols  might  indicate  some rejuvenation  effect  of  glycerol  and xylitol.  Since  ultrasound

images have shown that polyol-induced hydration affects not only the epidermis, but also the

dermis,  these  compounds  may  interfere  with  age-related  dermal  alterations.  However,  it

should be mentioned that polyols influenced neither the gross elasticity (parameter R2 of the

Cutometer) nor the net elasticity (parameter R5 of the Cutometer) in the present study. Hence,

no considerable restoration of the elastic fibers is to be expected.  Moreover,  glycerol and

xylitol do not seem to decrease the quantity of MMP-1, which might have contributed to their

potential  anti-aging  effect.  Thus,  a  rejuvenation  effect  of  the  polyols  and  its  mechanism

requires further examination. Accordingly, the combined application of glycerol and xylitol

exerts several beneficial effects on the skin.

On the other hand, the advantageous impact of the studied amino acids was less expressed.

Taurine did not significantly reduce TEWL after exposure to SLS. However, TEWL after

application of taurine at 8.4% was lower than that after application of taurine at 3.4%. Further,

treatment with taurine at 8.4% decreased TEWL as compared to treatment with SLS alone.

Glycine was not found to have antiirritant effect and methionine also failed to influence the

studied parameters in Study III. 
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In conclusion, our work has revealed the antiirritant effects of glycerol, xylitol, mannitol and

taurine and underlined the advantages originating in the combination of glycerol and xylitol.

The explanation of their efficacy is that they induce direct physical and/or chemical changes

in the skin, influence expression of different genes (not only expression of filaggrin but also

that  of  inflammatory  cytokines  is  affected  by  polyols  (Szél  et  al.,  2015))  and  have

microbiological  effects,  too.  These  results  may  broaden  the  possibilities  for  antiirritant

protection, lead to development of new cosmetic products, and contribute to the therapy of

certain dermatologic diseases.

6. SUMMARY AND NEW FINDINGS    

Our in vivo investigation and in vitro experiments were focused on the applicability of polyols

and amino acids for the maintenance of homeostasis in the skin. We have demonstrated that

many of these compounds are effective. 

 In a model of subclinical irritation, it  has been shown that, in addition to glycerol,

xylitol, mannitol and – in a limited way – taurine possess antiirritant effect.

 Combination  of glycerol  and xylitol  decreases the number of viable  bacteria  in  S.

pyogenes and S. aureus cultures. 

 Application of this combination considerably reduces germ number in vivo.     

 Glycerol  and  xylitol  together  increase  skin  hydration,  their  long-term application.

improves epidermal barrier function and lead to better mechanical properties of the

skin.   

 The mentioned  combination  positively  influences  morphological  parameters  of  the

skin (rejuvenation effect).

 Glycerol  and  xylitol  increase  the  protein  quantity  of  filaggrin.  This  may  be  an

explanation of many above mentioned beneficial effects. 

Hence, these agents can be utilized in cosmetic industry in order to prevent irritation and the

combination of glycerol and xylitol may be useful additional therapy for dry skin and may

also soothe the age-associated changes in the skin. 
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